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Abstract
Measurements are presented of inclusive charm and beauty cross sections in e+p collisions
at HERA for values of photon virtuality 12 ≤ Q2 ≤ 60 GeV2 and of the Bjorken scaling
variable 0.0002 ≤ x ≤ 0.005. The fractions of events containing charm and beauty quarks
are determined using a method based on the impact parameter, in the transverse plane, of
tracks to the primary vertex, as measured by the H1 vertex detector. Values for the structure
functions F cc¯2 and F bb¯2 are obtained. This is the first measurement of F bb¯2 in this kinematic
range. The results are found to be compatible with the predictions of perturbative quantum
chromodynamics and with previous measurements of F cc¯2 .
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1 Introduction
Measurements of the charm (c) and beauty (b) contributions to the inclusive proton structure
function F2 have been made recently in Deep Inelastic Scattering (DIS) at HERA, using infor-
mation from the H1 vertex detector, for values of the negative square of the four momentum of
the exchanged boson Q2 > 150 GeV2 [1]. In this high Q2 region a fraction of ∼ 18% (∼ 3%)
of DIS events contain c (b) quarks. It was found that perturbative QCD (pQCD) calculations at
next-to-leading order (NLO) gave a good description of the data. In this paper a similar method
is employed, using data from the same running period, to extend the measurements to the range
of lower Q2, 12 ≤ Q2 ≤ 60 GeV2, and of Bjorken x, 0.000197 ≤ x ≤ 0.005.
Events containing heavy quarks are distinguished from those containing only light quarks
by reconstructing the displacement of tracks from the primary vertex, using precise spatial
information from the H1 vertex detector. The long lifetimes of c and b flavoured hadrons lead
to larger displacements than for light quark events. The charm structure function F cc¯2 and the
beauty structure function F bb¯2 are obtained from the measured c and b cross sections after small
corrections for the longitudinal structure functions F cc¯L and F bb¯L . The measurements at low
Q2 benefit from increased statistics when compared to those at high Q2. However, the low
Q2 region is experimentally more challenging because the final state does not have as large a
transverse boost in the laboratory frame. The separation between b and c events is also difficult
since, although the c fraction is expected to be similar as at high Q2, the b fraction is expected
to be much smaller (∼ 0.6% at Q2 = 12 GeV2 [2, 3]).
Previous measurements of the open charm cross section in DIS at HERA have mainly been
of exclusive D or D∗ meson production [4–6]. From the D∗ measurements the contribution of
charm to the proton structure function has been derived by correcting for the fragmentation frac-
tion f(c→ D∗) and the unmeasured phase space (mainly at low values of transverse momentum
of the meson). The results are found to be in good agreement with pQCD predictions. The b
cross section in DIS, in a similar kinematic region to the present analysis, has been measured
for events containing a muon and an associated jet in the Breit frame in the final state [7, 8].
The measured cross sections are found to be somewhat higher than perturbative calculations at
NLO.
2 Theoretical Description of Heavy Flavour Production in
Deep Inelastic Scattering
2.1 NLO QCD Calculations
In the framework of NLO QCD analyses of global inclusive and jet cross section measure-
ments, the production of heavy flavours is described using the variable flavour number scheme
(VFNS) which aims to provide reliable pQCD predictions over the whole kinematic range in
Q2. At values of Q2 ≃ m2 the effects of the quark mass m must be taken into account and the
heavy flavour partons are treated as massive quarks. The dominant LO process in this region is
photon gluon fusion (PGF) and the NLO diagrams are of order α2s [9]. As Q2 increases, in the
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region Q2 ≫ m2, the heavy quark may be treated as a massless parton in the proton. Several
approaches [10–12] have been developed which deal with the transition from the heavy quark
mass effects at low Q2 to the asymptotic massless parton behaviour at high Q2. Recently, pre-
dictions for inclusive heavy flavour production within a VFNS approach have been calculated
at next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) [13].
Predictions for the charm and beauty cross sections may also be obtained from fits [14] to
the HERA inclusive F2 data based on CCFM evolution [15]. The heavy quarks are produced
in the fixed flavour number scheme (FFNS) according to the LO PGF off-shell matrix elements
(with mc = 1.5 GeV and mb = 4.75 GeV) convoluted with the CCFM kT -unintegrated gluon
density of the proton (J2003 set 1 [14]). The predictions are calculated using the Monte Carlo
program CASCADE [16].
2.2 Monte Carlo Simulation
Monte Carlo simulations are used to correct for the effects of the finite detector resolution,
acceptance and efficiency. The Monte Carlo program RAPGAP [17] is used to generate low
Q2 DIS events for the processes ep → ebb¯X and ep → ecc¯X . The Monte Carlo program
DJANGO [18] is used to generate light quark (uds) events. Both programs combineO(αs) ma-
trix elements with higher order QCD effects modelled by the emission of parton showers. The
heavy flavour event samples are generated according to the massive PGF matrix element with
the mass of the c and b quarks set to mc = 1.5 GeV and mb = 4.75 GeV, respectively. In the
heavy flavour event generation, the DIS cross section is calculated using the parton distribution
functions (PDFs) from [19]. The light flavour event samples are generated with the LO PDFs
from [20]. The partonic system for all generated events is fragmented according to the LUND
string model implemented within the JETSET program [21]. The HERACLES program [22]
calculates single photon radiative emissions off the lepton line, virtual and electroweak correc-
tions. The Monte Carlo program PHOJET [23] is used to simulate the background contribution
from photoproduction (γp→ X).
The samples of events generated for the uds, c, and b processes are passed through a detailed
simulation of the detector response based on the GEANT3 program [24], and through the same
reconstruction software as is used for the data. A total of 50 million uds events, 9 million c
events and 1 million b events were simulated to evaluate the cross sections, corresponding to
luminosities of 90 pb−1, 160 pb−1 and 980 pb−1, respectively.
3 H1 Detector
The analysis is based on a lowQ2 sample of e+p neutral current scattering events corresponding
to an integrated luminosity of 57.4 pb−1, taken in the years 1999-2000, at an ep centre of mass
energy
√
s = 319 GeV, with a proton beam energy of 920 GeV.
Only a short description of the H1 detector is given here; a full description may be found
in [25]. A right handed coordinate system is employed at H1 that has its z-axis pointing in the
proton beam, or forward, direction and x (y) pointing in the horizontal (vertical) direction.
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Charged particles are measured in the central tracking detector (CTD). This device consists
of two cylindrical drift chambers interspersed with z-chambers to improve the z-coordinate
reconstruction and multi–wire proportional chambers mainly used for triggering. The CTD
is situated in a uniform 1.15T magnetic field, enabling momentum measurement of charged
particles over the polar angular range1 20◦ < θ < 160◦.
The CTD tracks are linked to hits in the vertex detector (central silicon tracker CST) [26]
to provide precise spatial track reconstruction. The CST consists of two layers of double-sided
silicon strip detectors surrounding the beam pipe, covering an angular range of 30◦ < θ < 150◦
for tracks passing through both layers. The information on the z-coordinate of the CST tracks
is not used in the analysis presented in this paper. For CTD tracks with CST hits in both
layers the transverse distance of closest approach (DCA) to the nominal vertex in x–y can be
measured with a resolution of 33 µm ⊕ 90 µm/pT [GeV], where the first term represents the
intrinsic resolution (including alignment uncertainty) and the second term is the contribution
from multiple scattering in the beam pipe and the CST; pT is the transverse momentum of the
track.
The track detectors are surrounded in the forward and central directions (4◦ < θ < 155◦) by
a fine grained liquid argon calorimeter (LAr) and in the backward region (153◦ < θ < 178◦) by a
lead–scintillating fibre calorimeter (SPACAL) [27] with electromagnetic and hadronic sections.
These calorimeters provide energy and angular reconstruction for final state particles from the
hadronic system. The SPACAL is used in this analysis to measure and identify the scattered
positron. A planar drift chamber (BDC [28]), positioned in front of the SPACAL (151◦ < θ <
178◦), measures the angle of the scattered positron and allows suppression of photoproduction
background, where particles from the hadronic final state fake a positron signal.
Electromagnetic calorimeters situated downstream in the positron beam direction allow de-
tection of photons and electrons scattered at very low Q2. The luminosity is measured from the
rate of photons produced in the Bethe-Heitler process ep→ epγ.
4 Experimental Method
4.1 Event and Track Selection
The events are selected by requiring a compact electromagnetic cluster in the SPACAL associ-
ated with a track segment in the BDC to define the scattered positron candidate. The z position
of the interaction vertex, reconstructed by one or more charged tracks in the tracking detectors,
must be within ±20 cm of the centre of the detector to match the acceptance of the CST. Pho-
toproduction events are suppressed by requiring
∑
i(Ei − pz,i) > 35 GeV. Here, Ei and pz,i
denote the energy and longitudinal momentum components of a particle and the sum is over all
final state particles including the scattered positron and the hadronic final state (HFS). The HFS
particles are reconstructed using a combination of tracks and calorimeter deposits in an energy
flow algorithm that avoids double counting. The event kinematics, Q2 and the inelasticity vari-
able y, are reconstructed with the ‘eΣ’ method [29], which uses the scattered positron and the
1 The angular coverage of each detector component is given for the interaction vertex in its nominal position.
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HFS. The Bjorken scaling variable x is obtained from x = Q2/sy. In order to have good accep-
tance in the SPACAL and to ensure that the HFS has a significant transverse momentum, events
are selected in the range 6.3 < Q2 < 120 GeV2. The analysis is restricted to 0.07 < y < 0.7
to ensure that the direction of the quark which is struck by the photon is mostly in the CST
angular range. A further cut of y < 0.63 is imposed for events with Q2 < 18 GeV2 to reduce
photoproduction background.
The triggers used in the analysis require a SPACAL energy deposit in association with a
loose track requirement. Although these triggers are almost 100% efficient, not all events could
be recorded, due to the large rate for low Q2 events. A fraction of events is rejected at the first
trigger level (L1) and final trigger level (L4). The Monte Carlo events are assigned weights to
account for the events rejected at L1 while the data events are assigned weights to account for
the events rejected at L4. The weights are largest for those events with an electron at low radius
and low energy. The overall effect of the trigger is a reduction of the effective luminosity by a
factor of about 10 for the lowestQ2 bin and 1.4 for the highest. After applying the event weights
and the inclusive selection detailed above, the total number of events is about 1.5 million. The
background from photoproduction events is estimated from the PHOJET Monte Carlo simula-
tion. In most of the y range this background is negligible and does not exceed 9% in any x-Q2
bin used in this analysis.
The primary event vertex in r–φ is reconstructed from all tracks (with or without CST hits)
and the position and spread of the beam interaction region [1]. The impact parameter of a track,
which is the transverse distance of closest approach (DCA) of the track to the primary vertex
point, is only determined for those tracks which are measured in the CTD and have at least two
CST hits linked (referred to as CST tracks). Only CST tracks with a transverse momentum >
0.5 GeV are included in the DCA and related distributions that are used to separate the different
quark flavours. In the kinematic range of this measurement, the fraction of c (b) events that
have at least one charged track within the angular range of the CST, with transverse momentum
> 0.5 GeV and originating from the decay of a heavy flavoured hadron, is expected to be 82%
(96%), as determined from the Monte Carlo simulation. The efficiency to obtain a CST track
from a CTD track is 76%, within the angular range of the CST.
In order to determine a signed impact parameter (δ) for a track, the azimuthal angle of
the struck quark φquark must be determined for each event. To do this, jets with a minimum
pT of 2.5 GeV, in the angular range 15◦ < θ < 155o, are reconstructed using the invariant
kT algorithm [30] in the laboratory frame using all reconstructed HFS particles. The angle
φquark is defined as the φ of the jet with the highest transverse momentum or, if there is no jet
reconstructed in the event, as 180◦ − φelec, where φelec is the azimuthal angle of the electron in
degrees. The direction defined in the transverse plane by φquark and the primary vertex is called
the quark axis. Approximately 81% (95%) of c (b) events have φquark reconstructed from a jet,
as determined from the Monte Carlo simulation.
The difference between the reconstructed to the true φquark (defined as the azimuthal angle
of the quark with highest transverse momentum) is estimated from the Monte Carlo simulation
to have a resolution of about 5◦ for events with a reconstructed jet and 35◦ for the rest. The reso-
lution of φquark is checked with events containing a reconstructed D∗ meson. Figure 1 shows the
difference between the reconstructed D∗ azimuthal angle and φquark for events with and without
a reconstructed jet. Both distributions are well described by the Monte Carlo simulation.
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If the angle between the quark axis and the line joining the primary vertex to the point of
DCA is less than 90◦, δ is defined as positive, and is defined as negative otherwise. Tracks with
azimuthal angle outside ±90◦ of φquark are rejected. The δ distribution, shown in figure 2, is
seen to be asymmetric with positive values in excess of negative values indicating the presence
of long lived particles. It is found to be well described by the Monte Carlo simulation. Tracks
with |δ| > 0.1 cm are rejected from the analysis to suppress light quark events containing long
lived strange particles.
4.2 Quark Flavour Separation
The method used in [1] to distinguish between the c, b and light quark flavours has been modified
in the present analysis because here the fraction of b quarks is smaller. The quantities S1, S2
and S3 are defined as the significance (δ/σ(δ)) of the track with the highest, second highest and
third highest absolute significance, respectively, where σ(δ) is the error on δ. Distributions of
each of these quantities are made. The events contributing to the S2 distribution also contribute
to the S1 distribution. Similarly, those contributing to the S3 distribution also contribute to the
S2 and S1 distributions. Events in which S1 and S2 have opposite signs are excluded from the
S2 distribution. Events in which S1, S2 and S3 do not all have the same sign are excluded from
the S3 distribution.
Figure 3 shows the three significance distributions. The simulation gives a reasonable de-
scription of the data. In order to substantially reduce the uncertainty due to the resolution of
δ and the light quark normalisation, the contents of the negative bins in the significance dis-
tributions are subtracted from the contents of the corresponding positive bins. The subtracted
distributions are shown in figure 4. It can be seen that the resulting distributions are dominated
by c quark events, with a b fraction increasing with significance. The light quarks contribute a
small fraction for all values of significance.
The fractions of c, b and light quarks of the data are extracted in each x–Q2 interval using a
least squares simultaneous fit to the subtracted S1, S2 and S3 distributions (as in figure 4) and
the total number of inclusive events before any CST track selection. The c, b and uds Monte
Carlo simulation samples are used as templates. The Monte Carlo c, b and uds contributions
in each x–Q2 interval are scaled by factors Pc, Pb and Pl, respectively, to give the best fit to
the observed subtracted S1, S2, S3 and total distributions. Only the statistical errors of the data
and Monte Carlo simulation are considered in the fit. The fit to the subtracted significance
distributions mainly constrains Pc and Pb, whereas the overall normalisation constrains Pl.
The results of the fit to the complete data sample are shown in figure 4. The fit gives a
good description of all the significance distributions, with a χ2/n.d.f of 18.0/25. Values of
Pc = 1.28±0.04, Pb = 1.55±0.16 and Pl = 0.95±0.01 are obtained. The c and b scale factors
are found to be anti-correlated with an overall correlation coefficient of -0.70. Acceptable χ2
values are also found for the fits to the samples in the separate x–Q2 intervals. Since the same
event may enter the S1, S2 and S3 distributions, it was checked using a high statistics Monte
Carlo simulation that this has negligible effect on the results of the fits with the present data
statistics.
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The results of the fit in each x–Q2 interval are converted to a measurement of the ‘reduced
c cross section’ defined from the differential cross section as
σ˜cc¯(x,Q2) =
d2σcc¯
dx dQ2
xQ4
2πα2(1 + (1− y)2) , (1)
using:
σ˜cc¯(x,Q2) = σ˜(x,Q2)
PcN
MCgen
c
PcN
MCgen
c + PbN
MCgen
b + PlN
MCgen
l
δBCC, (2)
where σ˜(x,Q2) is the measured inclusive reduced cross section from H1 [28] and NMCgenc ,
NMCgenb and N
MCgen
l are the number of c, b and light quark events generated from the Monte
Carlo in each bin. A bin centre correction δBCC is applied using a NLO QCD expectation for
σ˜cc¯ to convert the bin averaged measurement into a measurement at a given x–Q2 point. The
NLO QCD expectation is calculated from the results of a fit similar to that performed in [31] but
using the FFNS scheme to generate heavy flavours. A small correction (≤ 2.6%) for the beam
energy difference is applied, using the NLO QCD expectation, to the measurement of σ˜(x,Q2)
which was performed at a lower centre of mass energy of 301 GeV than the data presented here.
The cross section is defined so as to include a correction for pure QED radiative effects. Events
that contain c hadrons via the decay of b hadrons are not included in the definition of the c cross
section. The differential b cross section is evaluated in the same manner.
4.3 Systematic Errors
The systematic uncertainties on the measured cross sections are estimated by applying the fol-
lowing variations to the Monte Carlo simulation:
• An uncertainty in the δ resolution of the tracks is estimated by varying the resolution by
an amount that encompasses the differences between the data and simulation (figures 2,
3). This was achieved by applying an additional Gaussian smearing in the Monte Carlo
of 200 µm to 5% of randomly selected tracks and 25 µm to the rest.
• A track efficiency uncertainty of 2% due to the CTD and of 1% due to the CST.
• The uncertainties on the various D and B meson lifetimes, decay branching fractions and
mean charge multiplicities are estimated by varying the input values of the Monte Carlo
simulation by the errors on the world average measurements. For the branching fractions
of b quarks to hadrons and the lifetimes of the D and B mesons the central values and
errors on the world averages are taken from [32]. For the branching fractions of c quarks
to hadrons the values and uncertainties are taken from [33], which are consistent with
measurements made in DIS at HERA [34]. For the mean charged track multiplicities the
values and uncertainties for c and b quarks are taken from MarkIII [35] and LEP/SLD [36]
measurements, respectively.
• An uncertainty on the fragmentation function of the heavy quarks is estimated using the
Peterson fragmentation function [37] with parameters ǫc = 0.058 and ǫb = 0.0069, in-
stead of the LUND fragmentation model.
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• An uncertainty on the QCD model of heavy quark production is estimated by using the
CASCADE Monte Carlo instead of the RAPGAP Monte Carlo.
• The uncertainty on the asymmetry of the light quark δ distribution is estimated by repeat-
ing the fits with the subtracted light quark significance distributions (figure 4) changed by
±50%. The light quark asymmetry was checked to be within this uncertainty by compar-
ing the asymmetry of Monte Carlo events to that of the data, in the region 0.1 < |δ| <
0.5 cm, where the light quark asymmetry is enhanced.
• An error on the quark axis is estimated by shifting the quark axis by 2◦(5◦) for events with
(without) a reconstructed jet. These shifts were estimated by comparing the difference
between φquark and the track azimuthal angle in data and Monte Carlo.
• A 4% uncertainty on the hadronic energy scale.
• Uncertainties on the acceptance and bin centre correction due to the input structure func-
tions used are estimated by reweighting the input σ˜cc¯ distribution by x±0.1 and 1 ±
0.2 ln[Q2/(10 GeV2)] and σ˜bb¯ by x±0.3 and 1 ± 0.4 ln[Q2/(10 GeV2)]. The range of
variation of the input structure functions was estimated by comparing to the measured
values obtained in this analysis.
• An uncertainty on the photoproduction background is estimated by assigning ±100% of
the expected number of events from the PHOJET simulation that enter the significance
distributions.
Other sources of systematic error pertaining to the NC selection were also considered [28]: a
1.5% uncertainty on the luminosity measurement; an uncertainty on the scattered positron polar
angle of 0.3 mrad and energy of 0.3–1.0% depending on the energy; a 0.5% uncertainty on the
scattered positron identification efficiency; a 0.5–2% uncertainty on the positron track-cluster
link efficiency; a ≤ 1% uncertainty on the trigger efficiency and a 1% uncertainty on the cross
section evaluation due to QED radiative corrections.
A detailed list of the systematic effect on each cross section measurement is given in table 1.
The systematic error is larger for the b measurement than it is for the c because the b fraction
is much smaller than the c fraction. The errors which contribute most to the uncorrelated sys-
tematic error in table 1 are, at low Q2 and high y, the uncertainty on the photoproduction
background and, elsewhere, the uncertainty on the acceptance and bin centre correction due to
the input structure function.
5 Results
The measurements of σ˜cc¯ are listed in table 1 and shown in figure 5 as a function of x for fixed
values of Q2. The H1 data for σ˜cc¯ are compared with the results extracted from D∗ meson
measurements by H1 [5] and ZEUS [6] obtained using a NLO program [38] based on DGLAP
evolution to extrapolate the measurements outside the visible D∗ range. The measurements for
σ˜cc¯ from the present analysis and the D∗ extraction methods are in good agreement.
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The σ˜cc¯ data are compared with two VFNS predictions from NLO QCD (see section 2.1)
from MRST [2] and CTEQ [3], and with predictions based on CCFM [15] parton evolution.
The predictions provide a reasonable description of the present data.
The measurements of σ˜bb¯ are also listed in table 1 and are shown in figure 6 as a function of
x for fixed values of Q2. This is the first measurement of σ˜bb¯ in this kinematic range. The σ˜bb¯
data are also compared with the two VFNS NLO QCD predictions and the CCFM prediction.
The difference between the two VFNS NLO QCD calculations, which reaches a factor 2 at the
lowest Q2 and x, arises from the different treatments of threshold effects by MRST and CTEQ.
Within the current experimental errors these differences cannot be resolved.
The structure function F cc¯2 is evaluated from the reduced cross section
σ˜cc¯ = F cc¯2 −
y2
1 + (1− y)2F
cc¯
L , (3)
where the longitudinal structure function F cc¯L is estimated from the same NLO QCD expectation
as used for the bin centre correction. The structure function F bb¯2 is evaluated in the same manner.
The measurements F cc¯2 and F bb¯2 are shown as a function of Q2 in figure 7 and figure 8. The
measurements of F cc¯2 and F bb¯2 show positive scaling violations which increase with decreasing
x. The data are compared with the VFNS QCD predictions from MRST and CTEQ at NLO
and a recent calculation at NNLO [13]. The charm data are more precise than the spread in
predictions of the QCD calculations.
The measurements are also presented in table 2 and figure 9 in the form of the fractional
contribution to the total ep cross section
f cc¯ =
d2σcc¯
dx dQ2
/
d2σ
dx dQ2
. (4)
The b fraction f bb¯ is defined in the same manner. In the present kinematic range the value of f cc¯
is around 24% on average and increases slightly with increasingQ2 and decreasing x. The value
of f bb¯ increases rapidly with Q2 from 0.4% at Q2 = 12 GeV2 to 1.5% at Q2 = 60 GeV2. The
NLO QCD predictions of MRST shown in figure 9 are found to describe the data reasonably
well.
6 Conclusion
The differential charm and beauty cross sections in Deep Inelastic Scattering are measured at
low Q2 and Bjorken x using the impact parameters of tracks from decays of long lived c and
b hadrons as reconstructed from the vertex detector. This is the first measurement of F bb¯2 in
the low Q2 kinematic region. In this kinematic range the charm cross section contributes on
average 24% of the inclusive ep cross section, and the beauty fraction increases from 0.4% at
Q2 = 12 GeV2 to 1.5% at Q2 = 60 GeV2. The cross sections and derived structure functions
F cc¯2 and F bb¯2 are found to be well described by predictions of perturbative QCD.
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Q2 x y σ˜qq¯ Ccb δstat δsys δtot δunc δres δeff δDmul δBmul δfrag δmodel δuds δφ F
qq¯
2
(GeV2) (·10−3) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)
c 12 0.197 0.600 0.412 -0.62 12 13 18 11 +3.2 -1.4 -3.1 -0.3 -0.7 -1.9 -5.0 +2.0 0.435
c 12 0.800 0.148 0.185 -0.68 8.8 9.4 13 5.6 +2.5 -1.7 -3.2 -0.2 -0.4 -2.2 -5.2 +2.0 0.186
c 25 0.500 0.492 0.318 -0.66 8.7 10 13 6.8 +3.1 -1.4 -3.1 -0.3 -0.7 -1.9 -5.0 +2.0 0.331
c 25 2.000 0.123 0.212 -0.72 5.2 8.6 10 4.1 +2.6 -1.6 -3.1 -0.2 -0.5 -2.1 -5.2 +2.0 0.212
c 60 2.000 0.295 0.364 -0.74 6.2 8.3 10 3.5 +3.2 -1.4 -3.1 -0.3 -0.7 -1.9 -5.0 +2.0 0.369
c 60 5.000 0.118 0.200 -0.76 7.8 8.5 12 3.8 +2.7 -1.6 -3.1 -0.2 -0.5 -2.1 -5.1 +2.0 0.201
b 12 0.197 0.600 0.0045 -0.62 55 22 60 12 -13 -7.5 -2.9 +3.0 +4.6 +8.9 -4.8 +1.3 0.0045
b 12 0.800 0.148 0.0048 -0.68 30 33 45 13 -21 -10 -5.4 +3.1 +6.9 +15 -7.7 +1.7 0.0048
b 25 0.500 0.492 0.0122 -0.66 22 21 31 9.1 -13 -7.6 -3.0 +3.0 +4.7 +9.1 -4.8 +1.3 0.0123
b 25 2.000 0.123 0.0061 -0.72 26 28 39 9.8 -18 -9.4 -4.7 +3.1 +6.3 +13 -6.8 +1.6 0.0061
b 60 2.000 0.295 0.0189 -0.74 21 20 29 6.2 -13 -7.5 -2.9 +3.0 +4.6 +8.8 -4.7 +1.3 0.0190
b 60 5.000 0.118 0.0130 -0.76 26 25 36 7.4 -16 -8.8 -4.1 +3.0 +5.8 +12 -6.1 +1.5 0.0130
Table 1: The measured reduced NC cross section (σ˜qq¯) for charm (c) and beauty (b) quarks, shown with the correlation coefficients
(Ccb), the statistical error (δstat), the systematic error (δsys), the total error (δtot) and the uncorrelated systematic error (δunc). The next 8
columns represent a +1σ shift for the correlated systematic error contributions from: track impact parameter resolution, track efficiency,
D multiplicity, B multiplicity, fragmentation, QCD model, light quark contribution and quark axis φquark. The −1σ errors are taken as
the negative of the upward errors. The errors are correlated between charm and beauty but uncorrelated to inclusive data, apart from a
normalisation uncertainty of 1.5% which is 100% correlated. The table also shows the values for F cc¯2 and F bb¯2 obtained from the measured
cross sections using the NLO QCD fit to correct for the contributions from F cc¯L and F bb¯L . The quoted relative errors apply also to F cc¯2 and
F bb¯2 .
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x y Q2 fcc¯ δ
cc¯
stat δ
cc¯
sys δ
cc¯
tot fbb¯ δ
bb¯
stat δ
bb¯
sys δ
bb¯
tot
(GeV2) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)
0.000197 0.600 12 0.316 12 12 17 0.0034 55 22 60
0.000800 0.148 12 0.188 8.6 9.1 12 0.0049 30 33 45
0.000500 0.492 25 0.232 8.7 9.8 13 0.0089 22 21 30
0.002000 0.123 25 0.215 5.1 8.0 10 0.0062 26 28 38
0.002000 0.295 60 0.291 6.1 8.0 10 0.0151 21 20 29
0.005000 0.118 60 0.223 7.7 7.8 11 0.0144 26 25 36
Table 2: The measured charm (f cc¯) and beauty (f bb¯) fractional contributions to the total ep cross
section, shown with statistical (δcc¯stat, δbb¯stat), systematic (δcc¯sys, δbb¯sys) and total (δcc¯tot, δbb¯tot) errors.
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Figure 1: The azimuthal difference between the D∗ and the quark axis for those events where
the quark axis is defined (a) by a jet and (b) by 180◦ − φelec. Included in the figure is the
expectation from the Monte Carlo simulation normalized to the number of data events.
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Figure 2: The distribution of the signed impact parameter δ of a track to the primary vertex in the
x–y plane. Included in the figure is the expectation from the DJANGO Monte Carlo simulation
for light quarks and that from the RAPGAP Monte Carlo simulation for c and b quarks. The
contributions from the various quark flavours are shown after applying the scale factors obtained
from the fit to the subtracted significance distributions of the data (see section 4.2).
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Figure 3: The significance δ/σ(δ) distribution (a) of the highest absolute significance track
(S1), (b) of the track with the second highest absolute significance (S2) and (c) of the track with
the third highest absolute significance (S3). Included in the figure is the expectation from the
DJANGO Monte Carlo simulation for light quarks and that from the RAPGAP Monte Carlo
simulation for c and b quarks. The contributions from the various quark flavours are shown
after applying the scale factors obtained from the fit to the subtracted significance distributions
of the data.
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Figure 4: The subtracted significance distributions of (a) S1, (b) S2 (c) S3. Included in the
figure is the result from the fit to the data of the Monte Carlo distributions of the various quark
flavours.
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Figure 5: The measured reduced cross section σ˜cc¯ shown as a function of x for 5 different Q2
values. The inner error bars show the statistical error, the outer error bars represent the statistical
and systematic errors added in quadrature. The measurements of σ˜cc¯ from H1 at high values of
Q2 [1], the measurements obtained from D∗ mesons from H1 and ZEUS [5, 6] and predictions
of QCD are also shown. 20
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Figure 6: The measured reduced cross section σ˜bb¯ shown as a function of x for 5 different Q2
values. The inner error bars show the statistical error, the outer error bars represent the statistical
and systematic errors added in quadrature. The measurements of σ˜bb¯ from H1 at high values of
Q2 [1] and predictions of QCD are also shown.
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Figure 7: The measured F cc¯2 shown as a function of Q2 for various x values. The inner error
bars show the statistical error, the outer error bars represent the statistical and systematic errors
added in quadrature. The F cc¯2 from H1 at high values of Q2 [1], the measurements obtained
from D∗ mesons from H1 and ZEUS [5, 6] and predictions of QCD are also shown.
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Figure 8: The measured F bb¯2 shown as a function of Q2 for various x values. The inner error
bars show the statistical error, the outer error bars represent the statistical and systematic errors
added in quadrature. The F bb¯2 from H1 at high values of Q2 [1] and predictions of QCD are also
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Figure 9: The contributions to the total cross section f cc¯ and f bb¯ shown as a function of Q2 for
6 different x values. The inner error bars show the statistical error, the outer error bars represent
the statistical and systematic errors added in quadrature. A prediction of NLO QCD is also
shown.
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